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Overview



1. The issue – valuing free digital services
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• Brynjolfsson, Collis, Diewert, 

Eggers and Fox (2018)

– Incentive compatible 

choice experiments

– Willingness to forego

digital services, in 

particular access to 

Facebook:

– around 500$/year: shadow

price (marginal consumer 

surplus) not in NA 4

BCDEF
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– BCDEF (a) integrate findings into the 

GDP price index using a reservation 

price approach

– Real “GDP-B” growth > 0.5% 

points/year more than U.S. GDP

– BCDEF (b) integrate findings into 

nominal GDP measure (total income 

approach) without modifying price 

indexes

– Similar effects for “GDP-B” 
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BCDEF



But who produces?

And how does production take place?
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• BCDEF don’t specify who produces free 

digital service but the implied producer is 

social media/software firm

• Financing via advertisements or data sales

• Facebook’s measured value-added = 

income generated in the advertising or 

data sales business

• Problem: measured value-added ≠ 

shadow price*#of users
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A product, free or not, needs to be 

produced somewhere



• Facebook (2017)

• 25$/user/year (approximative advertising 

revenues) < 500$/user/year (willingness 

to forego)

(i) Facebook does not act as a profit 

maximiser (unlikely),

(ii) BCDEF findings are vastly overstated 

(implausible),

(iii) the value measured by BCDEF relates 

to a different act of production and 

consumption, not to the implicit barter 

transaction between consumers and 

Facebook.
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25$ vs 500$



• Production process by households who 
use:

• time

• capital services (hardware, software) 
including freely provided

• to produce (typically, leisure) services 
associated with the use of social media

• Neither their prices nor quantities need to 
coincide with the advertising or data sales 
values of digital service provider

• The latter are inputs to, the former are 
outputs of household production
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Own-account HH production
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• Differences between valuation of services by consumers 

and revenues registered by Facebook can be fully and 

consistently accommodated

• HH own account production is today outside the SNA 

production boundary
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Own-account HH production

qF: quantity of own-account services

KF: capital services input, including digital services

Z: size of network
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Cost function

uF: user cost of capital services 

wF: implicit wage rate

pF: unit cost of own-account services
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Price index

Price index, quality adjusted for network size
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Törnqvist

Not observable, 

4 simulations



Extended Measure of Activity
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Extended Measure of Activity

Nominal EMA

Nominal GDP

EMA deflator

GDP deflator
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EMA – GDP comparison

% difference in nominal levels EMA – GDP:

% point difference in real growth rates 

EMA – GDP:

-
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Implied value of leisure time

• Avoids complications of time valuation (Diewert, Fox 

and Schreyer 2017)
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Unit cost index for leisure services
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EMA - GDP comparison
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Labour productivity



Discussion and conclusions
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• Consistent treatment of user 
valuations that deviate from market 
revenues by the corporations that 
provide free services

• Unit costs of own-account production 
and consumption are conceptually 
clearly identified

• Network effects as quality adjustment 
to unit costs but elasticity remains to 
be estimated

• Macro-effects are visible as per EMA
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What has been achieved



• Type 3 household production 
(leisure) before type 2 (cooking a 
meal, home care) inside the 
production boundary?

• Robustness of estimates

• Communication and trust in statistics

– higher level of imputed consumption 
and income and lower inflation don’t 
match perceptions

– Central Banks – happy with EMA?

– the end of unemployment?
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Ok for EMA – but also for GDP?

2016 ALZHEIMER’S 
DISEASE FACTS AND 
FIGURES



• HH activities gain in importance in 

modern societies as a consequence of 

digitalisation and demographic 

developments

• Research into their measurement is 

important and needs encouragement

• From there to bringing them inside GDP 

is still a long way however

• Key = interaction with stakeholders
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In summary then



Thank you!
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